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The following is a list of significant community topics/issues addressed via our broadcast programming during the above noted calendar quarter. 
We are a nonprofit public service media company and primarily air educational and informative programming from a variety of sources and not all programs are listed here.
The order of items presented does not denote significance of issues discussed.
Where appropriate, the same program episode may be listed under multiple categories, where individual segments addressed different issues of local concern.

PROGRAM DATE TIME LENGTH DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT

Daily Alaska News Alaska News
Nightly

Monday-
Friday 6:00pm 30 Daily news program with stories of significance from around the state of Alaska.  Contributors are

from the State's 26 NPR member radio stations

Orthotics, prothetics,
and orthopedic issues
of the feet

Line One, Your
Health
Connection

2-Oct
10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60
Orthopedic issues of the feet can be extremely limiting in both kids and adults. The good news is
that technology is really pushing the boundaries in surgery and assistance devices. Join host Dr
Justin Clark for a discussion about orthotics, prosthetics, and orthopedic issues of the feet.

Decoding Dyslexia
Line One, Your
Health
Connection

9-Oct
10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60

The ability to read is a skill that is considered fundamental for success in life. It is estimated that
up to 20% of children are affected by dyslexia, a lifelong brain-based issue that makes it difficult
for people to learn to read and comprehend written text. Finding resources to assist them is both
challenging and expensive. On the next Line One, we have a conversation about this challenging
condition with a dyslexia expert and dyslexia advocate.

Living and working
with disability in
Alaska

Line One, Your
Health
Connection

6-Nov
10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60

Next year marks the 30th anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act, or ADA.  The
different provisions in the Act affect all of us everyday. Do you or a loved one have a disability?
Are you an employer or business owner? Do you have a service animal? This week on Line One
we discuss living and working with disability in Alaska.

PFAS contamination Talk of Alaska 15-Oct
10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60

A large group of chemicals known collectively as PFAS have been in use since the 1940s. Found
in everything from firefighting foam to household cleaning products and even food containers,
PFAS are persistent and bio accumulate over time. Drinking water sources in several Alaska
communities are contaminated with PFAS. How dangerous are they to human health and what’s
being done to clean them up?

Anaktuvuk Pass
Talk of Alaska 12-Nov

10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60

As winter approaches, farmers and gardeners make plans for spring crops. Climate change
effects on the growing season in Alaska means new opportunities and challenges for the future.
Will residents, even in the arctic, be able to grow enough food for their winter use? What are the
prospects for food security and micro economies in remote regions of our state? We’ll visit an
arctic gardening event and explore the changing agriculture scene on the next Talk of Alaska.
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Alaska Native Heritage
Month Talk of Alaska 26-Nov

10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60

What should the future of Alaska's government look like and who should decide? The Alaska
Federation of Natives annual convention theme last month was Good Government-Alaskan
Driven.  Discussions ranged from the perennial call for increased public safety to examining
Alaska's economy. How does AFN leadership see their role in driving political change and how do
they work with tribal leaders to accomplish it? We'll ask on the next Talk of Alaska.

Health care workforce Talk of Alaska 17-Dec
10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60

Alaska's health care industry is growing, and the need for nurses and other health care
professionals is on the rise. Studies warn of a looming nursing shortage. How are communities
around the state working to meet the healthcare workforce demand? What are the challenges,
and what solutions might help fill the gap? We'll discuss the state's health care workforce on the
next Talk of Alaska.


